
Level 2 - Fall B - Week 1/3
Warm-up - 2 minutes

1. 1 lap running

2. 1 lap skipping

3. 1 lap sashay

4. 1 lap running forward with large arm circle

Lanes 3 Minutes: FOCUS ON FORM!

1. High kicks down and back - arms straight, out to sides

2. A. Side kick, swings - alternating  - Down

B. Back kick - supporting leg straight, not leaning forward - Back

3. A. Step, present - down

B. Step Passe (foot to ankle) - back

Stretching/Flexibility - 15 minutes - hold each skill 5 seconds unless noted otherwise

- Use printed sheet for stretching

Bars - 15 minutes (3 minutes explanation)- 1 minute each station/3x through

1. P- bar - chin hold

2. Training Bar - 7x casts with tight body (resistance loops), finishing with bar on

thighs

3. Strap Bar - assisted pull-over - walk up block or use 1 foot to kick off block to

pull-over OR run up board to pull over (more advanced)

4. Bar set - back hip circle

Vault - 15 minutes

Line up group 3 minutes *Complete jump work before moving onto vault

1. Straight jump to safe landing position - 10x

2. Tuck jump to safe landing position - 5x
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3. Star jump (intro to straddle) to safe landing position - 5x

Vault - 1 minutes each station/3x through

1. Vault system - squat on

2. Handstand hold against wall

3. End of runway - arm circle drill - arm circle, finish with arms on wall with hollow

body

Conditioning 5 minutes

Week 1

30 seconds each, 1x through

1. Frog jumps

2. Bear crawls

3. Plank - alternating knee to elbow

4. Diamond push-up

5. Plank shoulder taps

6. Boat pose

7. Reg. push-ups

8. Side leg lifts - R

9. Side leg lift - L

10. Sit ups

Week 3

30 seconds each, 1x through

1. Push ups

2. Double leg mnt climber

3. Glute bridges

4. Push ups

5. sit ups

6. Plank hold

7. Table hold

8. Fire hydrant

9. Little arm circles forward

10. Little arm circles backwards

Game - 5 minutes
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